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ABSTRACT: In Part One, the authors addressed the relevance of genetic information, and how race and genetics have affected and may impact the development of medicines, pharmacogenomics, and personalized medicine in the United States. Part Two examines current and proposed federal and state laws and regulations intended to protect individuals from the misuse of genetic information, including uses that discriminate based on genetic predispositions. This Part next explores the potential for litigation against both manufacturers and providers, as well as potential defenses. The authors also discuss legal issues relating to research that relies on the use of genetic information.
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Introduction

Personalized medicine uses new methods in molecular analysis to better manage a patient's disease, or predisposition toward a disease. The goal is to achieve optimal medical outcomes by helping physicians and patients choose patient-specific disease management approaches based on a patient's genetic profile. Such approaches may include genetic screening programs that more precisely diagnose diseases and their sub-types, or that help physicians select the type and dose of medication best tailored for a certain group of patients.\(^1\) Even now, personalized medicine is affecting the way in which physicians treat patients. For instance, molecular testing is being used to identify those breast cancer and colon cancer patients likely to benefit from new treatments, and patients newly diagnosed with early stage invasive breast cancer are being tested for the likelihood of recurrence.\(^2\)

As described in Part One of this series,\(^3\) the importance of studying and mapping the human genome is beyond question. Data on human genetic variations helps scientists to understand human origins, susceptibility to illness, and genetic causes of disease. Unfortunately, history has been marked by destructive episodes of genetic research and attempts at “ethnic cleansing” that make it crucial to consider

\(^2\) Id.
\(^3\) Patient-Tailored Medicine, Part One, at 1.
the ethical and social implications of research in genomics, especially research on human genetic variation. Thus, an analysis of ethical, legal, and social implications should be an integral component of genetic research undertakings, with the participation of scientists who can anticipate and monitor the full range of possible applications of the research from the earliest stages. This issue is so important that the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Human Genome Program, which oversees the Human Genome Project (HGP), devoted three percent of its annual HGP budget toward studying the ethical, legal, and social issues surrounding the availability of genetic information.

Some of the most troubling ethical questions related to advancing genetic knowledge and the ensuing development of personalized medicine arise out of issues related to justice and equity. As discussed in Part One, raced-based differences in medicine and inequity in clinical trials for personalized medicine are ways in which unequal access between people of different races can be perpetuated. While experts note that race-based determination of medical treatment is temporary, and a precursor to treatment that is determined person-by-person, the current method of racial classification in medicine provides unequal access between Caucasians and African-Americans.

Ultimately, the answer may lie in science rather than law. To prevent racial inequities in personalized medicine, Peterson-Iyer advises mis-equating race with genotype. Rather than conducting race-based clinical trials, she recommends that studies focus on the genotype of study participants. Not only would this draw focus away from individuals’ arbitrary race classifications, but it likely would provide more accurate results. Race-based genetic similarities are present only for individuals whose recent ancestors are from the same area of the world. For example, study participants in the African-American Heart Failure Trial (A-HeFT), in which 1,050 self-identified African-Americans participated, likely had ancestors from different regions.

---

4 See Mildred K. Cho & Pamela Sankar, Forensic Genetics and Ethical, Legal and Social Implications Beyond the Clinic, 36 Nature Genetics 58 (2004).
5 Id.
8 Id. at 41.
10 Peterson-Iyer, at 52.
of the world. Race is not a biological factor, but rather a "social or cultural construct." Race is a "pernicious concept that has been used to suggest that human beings can be divided into subspecies, some of which are morally, intellectually, and physically inferior to others." All things considered, a race-based classification in medicine is a crude and inadequate way to assign particular medical treatments, and may fail to treat patients properly.

Because of these significant issues, the *Journal of Health & Life Sciences Law* features this two-part series on the topic of personalized or "patient-tailored medicine." In Part One, the authors addressed the relevance of genetic information, and how race and genetics have affected and may impact the development of medicines, pharmacogenomics, and personalized medicine in the United States. Part Two examines current and proposed federal and state laws and regulations intended to protect individuals from the misuse of genetic information, including uses that discriminate based on genetic predispositions. This Part next explores the potential for litigation against both manufacturers and providers, as well as potential defenses. The authors also discuss legal issues relating to research that relies on the use of genetic information. In sum, this Part examines the significant legal and ethical issues facing the future of personalized medicine that tailors patient clinical therapies based on the results of genetic testing.

Federal Legal Landscape

Federal laws specifically addressing personalized medicine are a relatively new topic of discussion. Even before Congress enacted laws aimed specifically against genetic discrimination, some commentators interpreted other non-discrimination laws to include genetic discrimination. These include the Health Insurance and Portability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Other laws and pronouncements address the use of genetic information more directly, such as the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act (GINA) and a 2000 Executive Order prohibiting use of federal employees' genetic information in employment decisions. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

---

16 *Patient-Tailored Medicine, Part One.*
plays a key role in advancing personalized medicine, conducting discussions, and convening debate about the implications for drug development and regulatory review. Questions include issues such as how narrowly clinical trials should be designed and whether efficacy is defined in different ways for different genetic subgroups. The federal government faces issues related to the reimbursement and payment of personalized medicines as well. Public and private payers will have new and complex questions, such as whether therapies should be reimbursed only for those patients who are identified as likely to respond to treatment. The following sections explore these issues.

HIPAA

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 provides, among other things, for the portability of health insurance by ensuring that individuals who change health coverage do not have new employment-related coverage denied or restricted on the basis of preexisting conditions. Before the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act was passed in 2008, HIPAA was the only federal law that directly addressed genetic discrimination. The portion of HIPAA addressing portability of health insurance (HIPAA Portability Rule) prohibits insurers who provide health coverage for a group of fifty or more individuals from denying an applicant for health reasons, including reasons related to genetic information. (The HIPAA Privacy Rule, also part of the HIPAA legislation enacted in 1996, will be addressed below under Privacy protections and issues for providers.) HIPAA also limits exclusions for preexisting conditions in group health plans to twelve months, and it prohibits exclusions if an individual was covered previously for that condition for at least twelve months.

The HIPAA Portability Rule was the first federal law to address use of genetic information in the health insurance context. It prohibits group health plans and group health insurers from imposing a preexisting condition exclusion on the basis of genetic information unless there is an actual diagnosis of the condition related to the genetic information. HIPAA also prohibits establishing eligibility requirements for any individual based on genetic information or other health-status factors. Health insurers in the small-group market, employers with between two and fifty employees, may not refuse to issue a policy on the basis of the

18 Personalized Medicine 101.
19 Id.
21 GINA Becomes Law.
23 GINA Becomes Law.
genetic information of any enrollee or any potential enrollee. Insurers in both the small and large group markets may not refuse to renew a policy based on genetic information about an enrollee or a potential enrollee.

Nonetheless, the HIPAA Portability Rule was narrowly drawn. As noted in a report commissioned by the Secretary's Advisory Committee on Genetics, Health, and Society, "HIPAA does not restrict a group health plan or issuer from requesting, purchasing, or otherwise obtaining genetic information about an individual or [from] requiring an individual to submit to a genetic test as a condition of coverage..." Nor does it prohibit the group health plan or issuer from charging all members of the group higher premiums based on the information obtained.

Further, HIPAA does not prohibit employers from refusing to offer health coverage as part of their benefits package. In addition, the applicability of the preexisting condition exclusion and nondiscrimination provisions do not apply to individual health insurance policies, very small plans, retiree-only coverage, and self-insured non-Federal government plans. Lastly, the HIPAA Portability provisions do not address the issues raised by gathering and using genetic information in the workplace outside the health insurance context.

ADA

The Americans with Disabilities Act prohibits employment, public services, public accommodations, and communications discrimination against individuals with disabilities. Although Title I of the ADA, enforced by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), does not explicitly address genetic information, it does provide some protection against disability-related genetic discrimination in the workplace.

25 45 C.F.R. § 146.150.
26 Id. § 146.152.
28 Id. GINA does prohibit this, however, as discussed below.
32 GINA Becomes Law.
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The ADA defines the term “disability” with respect to an individual as a person having:

(A) a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of the major life activities of such individual;

(B) a record of such an impairment; or

(C) being regarded as having such impairment. 33

Although this language does not reference genetic traits, congressional debates in 1990 touched on the issue; however, Congress apparently left it in the hands of the EEOC. 34 In March 1995, the EEOC issued an interpretation of the ADA that states: “Entities that discriminate on the basis of genetic predisposition are regarding the individuals as having impairments, and such individuals are covered by the ADA.” 35 This interpretation constitutes policy guidance that “does not have the same legal binding effect on a court as a statute or regulation....” 36 Because the interpretation has yet to be tested in the legal arena, it remains simply interpretive policy guidance. 37

Title III of the Americans with Disabilities Act applies to private businesses, and provides that no individual shall be discriminated against on the basis of disability in the full enjoyment of the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, or accommodations of any place of public accommodation. However, the United States Circuit Court of Appeals has found that this nondiscrimination provision does not apply to insurance policies. 38

Finally, the “safe harbor provision” of the ADA, which provides that the ADA’s provisions must not be interpreted to prohibit or restrict an insurer from underwriting risks, classifying risks, or administering risks consistent with state law, has been construed in favor of insurers. 39

---

35 Id.
36 Id.
37 See, e.g., United States v. Utah Construction & Mining Co., 384 U.S. 394, 422 (1966) (preclusion principles apply to administrative proceedings [only] when the administrative agency in the first action was “acting in a judicial capacity” and the parties had an adequate opportunity to present their case); Christensen v. Harris County, 529 U.S. 576, 587 (2000) (agency interpretations contained in policy statements, agency manuals, and enforcement guidelines all lack the force of law).
38 SACGHS REPORT, at 5–6.
39 Id. at 6.
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act prohibits all private employers with 15 or more workers, labor organizations, employment agencies, and federal, state, and municipal government employers from discriminating on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, and national origin. The statute does not specifically address discrimination based on genetic discrimination, but Title VII may protect against discrimination on the basis of an individual’s genetic makeup if that discrimination disproportionately impacts individuals belonging to a protected class. For example, if an employer refuses to hire an individual who is a carrier of the genetic mutation for Tay-Sachs disease, it is arguable that the employer is discriminating against persons with an Eastern European Jewish ethnic background, which would constitute prohibited disparate impact on the basis of national origin. However, protection is available only where an employer engages in discrimination based on a genetic trait substantially related to a particular race or ethnic group, and there have been only a few diseases where such a strong relationship has been proven.

The Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act

It is difficult to imagine information more personal or more private than a person’s genetic makeup... If Congress fails to make sure that genetic information is used only for legitimate purposes, we may well squander the vast potential of genetic research to improve the nation’s health.

These words were spoken by Massachusetts Senator Edward Kennedy on January 22, 2007, in his introductory remarks to the Senate regarding the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act. On May 21, 2008—13 years after the legislation was initially introduced—Senator Kennedy’s words and concerns were implemented into law when President Bush signed GINA.

Congress had been attempting to pass federal protections against genetic discrimination for over a decade. Although GINA passed overwhelmingly, there had been ongoing debates over the need for such

41 SACGHS Report.
42 GINA Becomes Law.
federal legislation. Opponents noted that more than forty states prohibited genetic discrimination in health insurance, and more than thirty states prohibited genetic discrimination in the workplace. They also argued that the HIPAA Portability Rule and the ADA provided sufficient protection from genetic discrimination, making GINA superfluous legislation. According to GINA's opponents, ample safeguards already were in place to prevent genetic discrimination.64

Despite these efforts, the law passed by an overwhelming majority in the House of Representatives (414–1) and unanimously in the Senate. The law amends Title VII, HIPAA, the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), the Public Health Service Act, the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (IRC), and Title XVIII (Medicare) of the Social Security Act, which collectively apply to group health plans with any number of participants and health insurance issuers underwriting the plans’ benefits.47 Further, GINA applies to issuers of health insurance policies in the individual markets,48 as well as to issuers of "Medi-Gap" insurance policies, which supplement health coverage available under the Medicare program.49 The net result is that virtually all health insurers are subject to GINA’s nondiscrimination prohibition. Significantly, because GINA does not preempt existing state laws, counsel must continue to identify state laws that offer greater protections.50 GINA’s preemption provision does not override state laws that provide equal or greater protection against genetic discrimination, and this likely will complicate compliance because of differing state and federal standards.51

GINA fills in many of the perceived gaps in protection under HIPAA. In addition to defining “genetic information” broadly,52 GINA addresses discrimination in the workplace as well as in the health insurance arena. Not only does it prohibit both employers and group health plans from discriminating on the basis of “genetic information,”53 it also limits the ability of employers and group health plans to collect genetic information.54

45 GINA Becomes Law.
46 Id.
49 GINA, tit. 1, § 104.
50 Id., tit. 2, § 209(3).
52 GINA, tit. 1 §§ 101(6), 102(d)(4)(16), 103(d)(7), 104(3)(B); id. tit. 2 § 201(4).
53 See id. tit. 1 §§ 101(a), 102(a); id. tit. 2 § 202(2).
54 Id. tit. 1 §§ 101(b), 102(d); id. tit. 2 § 202(b).
GINA expands Title VII by imposing broad restrictions on the collection, use, and disclosure of genetic information in the employment context.\(^{55}\) GINA applies to all employers, employment agencies, labor organizations, and joint labor-management committees subject to Title VII, and defines “genetic information” as not only the genetic tests of employees and their family members, but also any “manifestation of a disease or disorder” in the employee’s family members.\(^{56}\) Further, the statute defines “family member” very expansively; it includes not only the employee’s dependents, but also relatives of the employee, or of the employee’s dependents, from the first to the fourth degree.\(^{57}\) In other words, information about the employee’s father, grandfather, great-grandfather, and great-great-grandfather would constitute genetic information for purposes of GINA.

GINA imposes three principal restrictions on employers with respect to genetic information. First, employers cannot discriminate in the terms or conditions of employment based upon genetic information.\(^{58}\) Second, employers may not retaliate against an employee who opposes genetic discrimination.\(^{59}\) Third, except in certain situations described below, employers cannot collect genetic information about an employee, or an employee’s family member, whether by request, mandatory disclosure, or purchase from a third party.\(^{60}\)

The restriction on collecting genetic information has several exceptions. GINA allows employers to request or require disclosure of a family member’s genetic information, including manifested diseases or disorders, to comply with the Family and Medical Leave Act and with state family and medical leave laws.\(^{61}\) In addition, employers may offer “genetic services” as an employee benefit. To qualify, an employee must provide prior, voluntary, and written authorization for disclosure of genetic information to the service provider.\(^{62}\)

GINA incorporates Title VII provisions with respect to enforcement. For instance, employees must exhaust all administrative remedies before filing a lawsuit, and damages are subject to the same restrictions.

---

55 The DOE Human Genome Project observed that genetic predisposition or conditions can lead to workplace discrimination, even in cases where workers are healthy and unlikely to develop a disease, or where the genetic condition has no effect on the ability to perform work. *GINA Becomes Law.*
56 GINA, tit. 1, § 101(a), (d).
57 Id. § 101(d)(5).
58 GINA, tit. 2, § 202(a)(1).
59 Id. § 207(f).
60 Id. § 202(b).
61 Id. § 202(b)(3).
62 Id. § 202(b)(2)(B).
as under Title VII. However, unlike Title VII, GINA does not permit claims to be brought on a disparate impact theory.

GINA prohibits insurance companies from discriminating against individuals based on information derived from genetic tests. Group health plans and insurance issuers cannot adjust contribution amounts or premiums for the group based on the genetic information of any plan participant. GINA prohibits insurance providers from requesting or requiring that individuals or their family members undergo genetic tests and from requesting, requiring, or purchasing genetic information for underwriting purposes or prior to an individual’s enrollment.

Despite the expansive scope of GINA’s discrimination provisions relating to health insurance, neither GINA nor any other federal law addresses discrimination with respect to other insurance products, including life insurance, disability insurance, and long-term care insurance. Questions that arise include:

1. Whether insurance companies may require applicants to disclose genetic testing information;
2. Whether applicants are required to disclose genetic testing information on an application; and
3. Whether genetic testing information may be used for underwriting purposes or for denying coverage.

There are differing opinions as to the potential for discrimination in the life insurance industry. Some argue that it would be more actuarially fair for insurers to have access to genetic testing results, while others argue that having the test results would not make a significant difference. A medical director of an insurance company posed the question, “Is it more ‘fair’ to require low-risk individuals to make what is in effect an involuntary and non-tax-deductible donation to help fund death benefits of others at a higher risk?”

In reality, the use of genetic information in life insurance underwriting is not a novel concept. Life insurers generally ask applicants about their family medical history, revealing genetic information as defined under GINA. In fact, a positive test result might have a negligible impact on premiums or eligibility, because the insurance company would have taken the predisposition into account through the family history

63 Id. § 207(a).
64 Id. § 208(a).
65 Id. § 102(a)(1).
questionnaire. Of course, a positive test result more specifically identifies an individual’s genetic risk factors than would a family history.

The passage of GINA represents progress in the protection of genetic testing and personalized medicine and, while it is not perfect, it provides a number of safeguards, such as protecting individuals who have a genetic predisposition or have been diagnosed with a disease. Further, by prohibiting insurers and employers from requiring genetic tests and using genetic information to discriminate, GINA provides the groundwork for additional federal and local protections against genetic discrimination and supports the use of personalized medicine.

Executive Order protecting federal employees

On February 8, 2000, President Clinton signed an Executive Order prohibiting every federal department and agency from using genetic information in any hiring or promotion action. This Executive Order, endorsed by the American Medical Association, American College of Medical Genetics, National Society of Genetic Counselors, and the Genetic Alliance:

- Prohibits federal employers from requiring or requesting genetic tests as a condition of being hired or receiving benefits. Employers cannot request or require employees to undergo genetic tests to evaluate an employee’s ability to perform his or her job.

- Prohibits federal employers from using protected genetic information to classify employees in a manner that deprives them of advancement opportunities. Employers cannot deny employees promotions or overseas posts because of a genetic predisposition for certain illnesses.

- Provides strong privacy protections for any genetic information used for medical treatment and research. Obtaining or disclosing genetic information about employees or potential employees is prohibited, except when necessary to provide medical treatment to employees, ensure workplace health and safety, or provide occupational and health researchers access to data. In every case where genetic information about employees is obtained, it will be subject to all federal and state privacy protections.

69 H.R. 493, S. 358.
Food and Drug Administration

Although personalized medicine is an exciting phenomenon that has the potential of revolutionizing medicine, many obstacles remain. As discussed in detail in Part One of this series, clinical trials for drug safety and effectiveness often fail to include minority participants. According to FDA, participation of African-Americans in clinical trials declined from 12 to 6% from 1995 to 1999. As a result of this lack of participation, much is unknown about the way in which an individual of an under-included ethnic background will react to certain medications. This prevents FDA from accurately providing information about the efficacy, safety, and usage of drugs for those populations. As a result, when physicians prescribe drugs to underrepresented populations it is often difficult for them to know how effective or harmful a particular drug will be to a particular individual.

As described in detail in Part One of this series, FDA’s recent involvement with personalized medicine was demonstrated in the African-American Heart Failure Trial (A-HeFT). In 2005, BiDil was approved by FDA for treating heart failure in African-Americans based on the results of the A-HeFT trial. This was the first time that FDA approved a therapy for a specific racial group. A number of scientific and policy concerns have arisen as a result, notably that the “differential drug response” has not been sufficiently tested. The FDA responded that its approval of BiDil to treat heart failure in African-American patients, but not white patients, was scientifically reasonable and data-based. From a policy point of view, the approval suggests that racially specific drugs might be at least part of the solution to the problem of racial disparities in health in the United States, thereby minimizing the broad public health issues associated with disparities and socio-economic status.

Treatment for HIV disease may provide another opportunity for personalized medicine. Discoveries of anti-HIV drugs have brought the potential armamentarium of treatments to more than twenty agents in four drug groups. A number of studies dealing with anti-HIV drugs

73 Promise of Personalized Medicine, at 5.
74 Patient-Tailored Medicine, Part One, at 29, 30.
75 Kirsten Bibbins-Domingo & Alicia Fernandez, BiDil for Heart Failure in Black Patients: Implications of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration Approval, 146 ANNALES INTERNES MED. 52 (2007).
have indicated that genetic polymorphisms (polymorphisms are genetic variants that appear in at least one percent of a population) may play a role in both toxicity and response to treatment, but only one study specifically designed to test this hypothesis has been carried out with anti-HIV drugs. In that study, it was shown that there are race/ethnic-specific differences in plasma lipid levels.

Thus, for moral and policy reasons, the FDA has recognized the need to foster race-based therapies. Significantly, the FDA advisory committee asserted that a major rationale for approving BiDil was the “moral[ ] imperative” to remedy long-standing and “significant health disparities among blacks.” African-Americans and other racial and ethnic minorities suffer disproportionately from heart disease, cancer, diabetes, and HIV. All of these groups suffer unique healthcare disparities that could be remedied by tailored therapies.

**Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services and Medicare Part D**

In addition to treatment difficulties that result from a paucity of information about minority populations’ reactions to particular medications, cost concerns arise. As innovations make possible more extensive treatment on an individual basis than ever before, health financing systems fail to address the rising costs of personalized medicine, particularly for minority populations.

In policies related to medical treatments, particularly pharmaceuticals, cost and quality of healthcare are inextricably linked. In the past several years, Congress has enacted significant bills related to drug payments for Medicare beneficiaries that may affect the ability of minorities to access patient-tailored medicine. On December 8, 2003, Congress enacted the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act, a prescription drug benefit for Medicare beneficiaries. This legislation prohibited the Medicare program from bargaining with pharmaceutical companies to lower the prices of prescription drugs. Under the 2003 law, private prescription drug plans (PDPs) rather than government agencies became responsible for mod-

---

78 Id.
82 Id.
erating drug plans. The prices that PDPs establish directly affect the costs that Medicare beneficiaries—and taxpayers, who pay for three-fourths of Medicare Part D—incu.

Under the Medicare Part D benefit, use of preferred drug lists (PDLs) is a rapidly expanding phenomenon in which providers attempt to save money on prescription drugs by providing only “preferred” medications. While individuals with private health insurance may enjoy more personalized care in pharmaceutical treatment, restrictive formularies and PDLs may cause difficulties for individuals from minority groups who receive Medicare, Medicaid, and other health insurance. Studies have shown that the use of PDLs often can result in negative health outcomes. Minority populations likely will feel these negative effects more profoundly than their non-minority counterparts. Because clinical trials often fail to include representation of minority groups, there tends to be a paucity of clinical trial data about the efficacy of drug treatments for these populations. Due to this lack of information, physicians would need greater latitude to determine the best course of treatment for minority patients.

Governments generally choose to contain costs rather than spend necessary funds to ensure that minority patients receive the best treatment. As a result, minority populations, the individuals who would benefit most from personal health assessments, are least likely to receive individualized care. Even if drugs are designed to address the unique medical needs of minority populations, individuals likely will not have access to specialized medications, as it is unlikely that Medicare Part D will cover the high costs of unique drugs. Medicare Part D provides:

If a Part D plan sponsor maintains a formulary tier in which it places very high cost and unique items, such as genomic and biotech products, the sponsor may design its exception process so that very high cost or unique drugs are not eligible for a tiering exception.

85 Id. at iv.
87 DRUG PRICES AND THE EMERGING MAJORITY.
90 DRUG PRICES AND THE EMERGING MAJORITY.
Failing to address the unique health needs of minorities not only will affect disadvantaged individuals negatively, but also will affect the entire American population negatively in the long run. Minority populations tend to receive health treatment later in the disease progression than their non-minority counterparts. As a result, when minorities do receive treatment, the financial cost may be much greater. Thus, from a societal perspective, treatment at a later stage puts a much greater strain on the health system. While disadvantaged populations will “bear the immediate burden of those decisions,” ultimately the entire population will be affected by inequities in treatment and disparate understanding of the health needs of minority populations.

Despite potential drawbacks and cost-containment concerns, personalized medicine has the potential of improving drug delivery and optimizing spending on pharmaceuticals. According to Robert Epstein, M.D., Chief Medical Officer at Medico Health Solutions:

We think it is one of the key ways to manage drug expenditures in the near future. Because you can move beyond the debate of unit costs to who is really supposed to be taking the drugs, and who is really going to benefit from it, and who is really going to have a bad side effect. If you can take those cuts out, using science, you’re going to definitely save money and improve effectiveness.

If personalized medicine does, in fact, improve efficiency and improve spending for drug treatments, then initial increases in drug costs will be worth the investment in the long run.

State Legislative Landscape

States have a patchwork of genetic-information nondiscrimination laws, none of them comprehensive. State laws differ in coverage, protections afforded, and enforcement mechanisms. In 1991, Wisconsin became the first state to enact a comprehensive law prohibiting discrimination based on genetic test results. Currently, at least 34 states and the District of Columbia have enacted laws prohibiting some form of
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genetic discrimination in employment. Although the scope and function of these laws vary widely, they all prohibit discrimination based on the results of genetic tests. Many extend the protections to inherited characteristics, including family history and family member test results. Most states restrict employers from accessing genetic information; some prohibit employers from requesting, requiring, and obtaining genetic information or test results, albeit with exceptions for situations such as identifying individuals who may be a safety risk in the workplace.

Some states extend protections against genetic discrimination to healthcare and other contexts. Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Texas explicitly prohibit medical facilities from providing discriminatory medical treatment. Other states have Patients’ Bills of Rights that “prohibit race discrimination in health care,” or prohibit discrimination in distribution of state services.

Forty-seven states have enacted laws pertaining to the use of genetic information in health insurance. These states generally prohibit

- using genetic information to determine eligibility,
- using genetic information to set premiums for risk selection and risk classification,
- requiring genetic testing of applicants, or
- disclosing genetic information without consent.

However, state laws do not govern the use of genetic information in employer-sponsored health benefit plans, which are exempt from state insurance laws due to ERISA preemption. As it has been estimated that more than one-third of the employed insured population is insured through self-funded plans, the ERISA exemption significantly limits the application of these state laws.

Fewer states have enacted laws restricting the use of genetic information in life, disability, and long-term care insurance. For example, only seven states prohibit genetic discrimination in life insurance without actu-

Some commentators believe that before personalized medicine can be fully realized, there is a need for new regulatory approaches and stronger patient privacy protection laws. However, despite the differing state approaches to genetic discrimination, GINA goes a long way—as it was intended to do—in providing a federal floor of protection against discrimination to allow personalized medicine to continue to evolve.

**Litigation Challenges and Trends**

This section describes manufacturer and provider liabilities, litigation risks, and protections when dealing with patient-tailored medicines.

**Manufacturers’ risks**

Roadblocks and impediments on the path toward personalized medicine continue to persist. Personalized medicine represents only a very small portion of the healthcare sector, where “blockbuster drugs” are still defined as $1-billion-a-year sellers that target the largest number of patients with a disease. Thus, tailoring drugs to particular individuals poses a challenge to traditional pharmaceutical companies by suggesting that new drugs will target smaller populations. This focus on genetic information raises numerous cost and ethical concerns, which may create new risks of liability for manufacturers.

**Inadequate warning liability**

In the most common type of tort suit against pharmaceutical manufacturers, the plaintiff asserts a drug company is liable for failing to warn consumers of dangers that the company itself should have foreseen and disclosed. Personalized medicine would subject manufacturers
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to heightened duties to disclose risks to consumers, and to provide clear instructions to providers.

In an environment of patient-tailored medicines, manufacturers of race/ethnicity-based therapies would be expected to know the risks peculiar to the differentiated populations for which they develop and market pharmaceuticals. Thus, a “manufacturer may face liability if [clinical] data show that certain genotypes are more susceptible to adverse side effects to a drug that is subsequently marketed without adequate genetic warnings.”\(^{109}\)

The basic premise of race/ethnicity-based therapies is that they are safer and more effective than other drugs for particular genomic populations. In the past, courts did not recognize inadequate warning claims by hypersensitive individuals and small groups because a manufacturer could not have known of those rare risks. Pharmacogenomic research changes that rationale.\(^{110}\) Now, courts are more likely to impose greater duties upon manufacturers to warn consumers of risks revealed by advances in pharmacogenomic research. For example, a class action suit involving the manufacturer of LYMErix, a lyme disease vaccine, alleged that the drug manufacturer should have known about peculiar risks presented by the drug for only 30 percent of the population. Rather than fight in court, the manufacturer agreed to a settlement and withdrew the vaccine.\(^{111}\)

The history of healthcare disparities in the United States, discussed in Part One of this series, may contribute to expanded liability as well. Race-based therapies likely will result in increased litigation for inadequate warnings, precisely because the therapies are targeted toward populations that traditionally have been victims of discrimination; it is logical to expect that because victims of racism are more likely to be apprehensive, they will be more determined to prevent future racial discrimination. Manufacturers of these therapies would be prudent to ensure as full a level of disclosure of knowable risks as possible to minimize potential litigation from the consumers of those therapies. On the other hand, failure to adequately apprise consumers of unique race-based risks could open drug manufacturers not only to an initial wave of litigation from injured consumers, but also to subsequent waves of litigation from the compounding effect of negative public relations based upon charges of exploitation of vulnerable populations.
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Design defect liability

Personalized medical care may create a greater likelihood of more successful and frequent design defect claims. Personalized medicine and associated genetic screening tests would create a consumer expectation that the drugs are designed for individual use. The more effective personalized medicine becomes, the more purchasers will perceive their care to be on the cutting edge of pharmaceuticals. If manufacturers know about the benefits of the drugs for a particular population, they will be expected to know the risks as well.

On the other hand, tailored therapies may face fewer liabilities related to design defects, based on a risk-utility balancing test that considers consumer expectations. That is, if a tailored therapy is demonstrated to be particularly safe and effective for use by a particular subgroup of the population, it would present a lower risk of liability (even though it would cause adverse side effects in the general population). Targeted therapies would

- pose lower risks to targeted demographics than drugs designed for the general population,
- have higher utility due to increased effectiveness for that subgroup, and
- engender "reasonable" consumer expectations that the tailored therapy be only as safe and effective as current market alternatives.

Breach of implied warranty

While plaintiffs' product liability claims based on a drug's failure to be effective generally have not been successful, in patient-tailored medicine, there are compelling rationales for courts to find merit in claims based on the implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose. A key reason for this shift is the policy goal of assuring that race-based therapies and other pharmacogenomic medicines meet expectations of being safer than other drugs for the populations to which they advertise. From a legal perspective, race-based therapies will meet the two elements of the warranty of fitness for a particular purpose: (1) The seller will have knowledge of the consumer's reasons for purchase (the drugs will actually be developed for specific genotypes with specific
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health problems); and (2) The consumer will rely on the seller’s representation, both implicit and otherwise, that the drug is effective as marketed (especially due to the perception that these drugs are more targeted than traditional drugs).  

Informed consent of research subjects

There may be potential liability for manufacturers who do not fully inform racial and ethnic minority research subjects that they are being used to test a commercially viable, race-based drug. As discussed in detail in Part One of this series, the Tuskegee syphilis experiments created a level of distrust towards clinical research by African-Americans that exists to this day. Given this history, race-based medicine researchers who do not disclose significant dangers to their participants likely would face punitive damages for recklessly endangering the safety of minority participants.

"Currently, the states are almost evenly split between two types of standards for informed consent—the physician-based standard, effective in [twenty-five] states, and the patient-based standard, effective in [twenty-three] states and the District of Columbia." Under both standards, in the treatment context, physicians have a duty to inform the patient of all "risks, benefits, and alternatives to treatment" that a patient needs to make a decision about his or her course of treatment, if any, but the two standards for satisfying that duty are distinct. Under the physician-based standard, a physician must provide informed consent to a patient "in the same manner that a 'reasonably prudent practitioner' in the field would." The patient-centered standard of disclosure requires that information be provided to the patient in the manner that "a 'reasonable patient' would attach significance to in making a treatment decision." The modern, or emerging, standard for informed consent is the patient-centered standard.

Because race-based pharmacogenomic drugs will be on the cutting edge of scientific knowledge, it will be difficult for personalized medicine researchers to draft informed consent disclosures that adequately identify material risks—but they must do so under both approaches. This could result in a blanket permission for genetic research, which
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generally is considered morally problematic.\textsuperscript{122} However, to the degree that jurisdictions with physician-based standards of informed consent are more reluctant to impose liability upon physician researchers of tailored therapies, researchers and their employing manufacturers may find it advantageous to conduct research from those jurisdictions.

Race-based tailored therapy manufacturers also should ensure that subjects are fully informed of the commercial potential of any successful outcomes. In a landmark 1990 California case, \textit{Moore v. Regents of the University of California},\textsuperscript{123} the Supreme Court of California imposed a duty upon a physician researcher to disclose potentially conflicting economic and research interests, citing the physician’s fiduciary duty to reveal all material facts relevant to the patient’s decision.\textsuperscript{124} The \textit{Moore} court also held out the possibility that private companies could be liable under a vicarious liability theory, such as \textit{respondeat superior}, for the inadequate disclosure of commercial interests to the research subject by failing to disclose that the physician researcher was paid by the manufacturer.\textsuperscript{125} For a broader discussion of genetic research, see \textbf{Research and Patient-Tailored Medicine}, beginning on page 36.

\textbf{Defenses available to manufacturers}

Although there are policy justifications for compensating consumers of race-based therapies for personal injuries, there is an even greater countervailing need to improve racial minorities’ access to drugs. Until manufacturers of race-based therapies demonstrate sound business models that can pass on liability costs, courts should be careful not to impose crushing awards for technologically innovative drugs. It remains to be seen whether race-based therapies will prove to be profitable ventures in the short term. For example, BiDil’s initial sales projections of \$130 million per year never materialized. The drug produced revenues of \$12 million in 2006, over ten times less than the goal.\textsuperscript{126} As a result, BiDil’s manufacturer, NitroMed, has discontinued marketing, though it will continue to produce the drug.\textsuperscript{127} The following sections explore possible defenses for the manufacturers of patient-tailored medicines.
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FDA preemption

There is a strong possibility that FDA regulation will preempt the entire field of pharmaceutical personal injury litigation. In 2008, in *Riegel v. Medtronic*, the U.S. Supreme Court recognized FDA preemption of suits against defective medical devices. The majority opinion rejected any state-level liability exposure for defective medical devices that are FDA approved. *Medtronic* was resolved based on express preemption provisions of the applicable federal statute at issue in the case, i.e., the Medical Device Amendments of 1976. Justice Scalia, writing for the majority, seemed to favor broad FDA preemption of state common law tort liability, going so far as to express reservations about allowing FDA to define parameters for narrowing the scope of preemption. The court’s rationale demonstrates the Supreme Court’s current attitude towards FDA preemption in general and is equally applicable to FDA preemption of pharmaceutical litigation.

However, the Supreme Court has not issued a definitive decision on whether FDA approval should preempt all state-level personal injury litigation against pharmaceutical manufacturers. The Court will decide the issue in the landmark case of *Wyeth v. Levine*, argued in November 2008, and possibly preempt the entire area of personal injury lawsuits for pharmaceuticals—even though the majority of lower courts have been unreceptive to FDA preemption of state-level personal injury claims.

Courts could become instruments of redistributive justice, forcing innovative pharmaceutical products like race-based therapies to exit the market. On the other hand, court decisions could set back advancements in the health of Americans by depressing sales in tailored therapies. The absence of state tort ramifications could encourage risk-averse companies to enter the pharmacogenomics market.
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Learned intermediary doctrine

Regardless of the outcome on the preemption argument, other avenues to mitigate liability remain. A prime pharmaceutical company defense against litigation has been the learned intermediary doctrine, which undoubtedly will be relied upon in litigation against pharmacogenomic drug manufacturers. To date, most personalized medicines have been prescription drugs, thereby especially necessitating the doctrine’s application.

The learned intermediary doctrine absolves the manufacturer of the duty for adequate warnings as long as the company gives direct and adequate warnings to the physician, because the physician has specialized knowledge, prescribes the medicines, and advises the patient of appropriate medications. While most jurisdictions recognize the learned intermediary defense, there is an evolving trend among a minority of jurisdictions to reject the defense, or to provide exceptions, when the manufacturer issues direct-to-consumer (DTC) advertising.

In Perez v. Wyeth Laboratories, for example, New Jersey’s Supreme Court in 1999 recognized an exception, finding that the underpinnings of the learned intermediary doctrine had been chipped away by the prevalence of pharmaceutical companies advertising directly to consumers, effectively bypassing and negating the traditional physician-patient treatment relationship. In 2007, West Virginia’s Supreme Court followed suit and expanded the Perez holding, rejecting outright the learned intermediary doctrine in any situation, largely because of DTC ads.

Key premises of the learned intermediary doctrine will be inapplicable to tailored therapies. A physician will not be acting as a “learned intermediary” to nearly the same extent with pharmacogenomic drugs because both drug makers and patients will rely less on physicians, and more on manufacturers, to make determinations about whether a drug should be prescribed. It is likely that manufacturers
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of tailored therapies will engage heavily in DTC marketing to specific population subgroups—a that is, to the self-identified persons of particular races, ethnicities, and subgroups that a given tailored therapy are designed to help. The manufacturers, rather than physicians, will have the pharmacogenomic research basis to tailor warnings to specific subgroups.

Nonetheless, four main rationales for the learned intermediary defense continue today:

[1] prescription drugs remain complex and a physician must act as a learned intermediary in the process of prescribing a drug;
[2] physicians remain in a superior position to convey meaningful information to individual patients;
[3] even though a manufacturer can communicate with patients through advertising, a manufacturer cannot effectively tailor warnings specifically for individual patients... and
[4] requiring a manufacturer to warn a consumer directly imposes the manufacturer into the patient-physician relationship.

Thus, as for off-label drugs, the learned intermediary doctrine may continue to be an especially apt defense to pharmacogenomic drug manufacturer liability, as these manufacturers could better shift the burdens for proper prescription upon the physician. Off-label use of ordinary pharmaceuticals is a commonly accepted practice in which physicians prescribe drugs to untested subgroups or for untested uses not originally approved by FDA. A traditional drug that fails to mention use for a given subpopulation does not necessarily mean that the drug is unsafe or ineffective. For personalized medicines, however, physicians may risk malpractice claims for off-label drug recommendations when adverse side effects occur—off-label use for unapproved population groups of pharmacogenomic drugs could connote that the nonindicated use would be unsafe or ineffective. "For genetically targeted therapies, the lack of an approved indication in labeling may be “with prejudice,” i.e., it may mean, “this use may be bad,” rather
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than merely "this use was never tested." As such, physicians should tread a careful path in prescribing racially, ethnically, or sex-targeted drugs to untested subgroups, and manufacturers should monitor the application of the learned intermediary defense in the context of patient-tailored drug therapies.

Provider risks

Use of patient-tailored prescription drugs may create a unique set of challenges for physicians. Physicians may be subject to malpractice liability for side effects associated with generic use of race-based medicines. Physicians might be placed in the uncomfortable situation in which they need to discern a particular individual's racial background by asking a series of probing questions. Further, physicians might be subject to malpractice liability for failing to refer a patient to a genetic counselor for race-based medicines. Ultimately, physicians may be forced to confront privacy issues in attempts to provide a particular patient with the best treatment possible, given that individual's racial and ethnic background.

Off-label prescription of pharmacogenomic drugs

Even though generic use, in which physicians prescribe drugs to untested subgroups or for untested uses not approved by FDA, of ordinary pharmaceuticals is a commonly accepted practice, physicians could be subject to malpractice liability for generic uses of race-based medicines when adverse side effects occur. For conventional pharmaceuticals, the failure of the drug label to mention its safety for a given racial group does not mean that the drug is unsafe or ineffective for that group. However, for patient-tailored therapies, generic use could constitute experimental treatment. This could be a concern for physicians when patients request a prescription for a specific racially targeted therapy, or when a physician wishes to ensure that only persons of appropriate genotypes are recommended for tailored therapies. For example, it would not appear to make sense to recommend BiDil to Caucasian patients when it is targeted to self-identified African-Americans.

As a result, physicians could be placed in the awkward position of having to discern subtle differences in race and ethnicity. Physicians could face claims for violation of anti-discrimination mandates if they base prescription decisions for race-based medicines upon their sub-
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jective perceptions of a patient's racial or ethnic identity. Interracial individuals also could be problematic for physicians' prescription decisions. Physicians may be forced to find objective means to make such decisions. Besides pharmacogenomic tests, another avenue of determining if a race-based treatment is appropriate for an individual would be to conduct probing and detailed questioning of the individual's ethnic ancestry. A more scientific alternative solution for ascertaining ethnic identity would be to order a haplotype test to ascertain a patient's geographic ancestry.

**Failure to refer and conduct screenings**

Physicians also may be subject to malpractice liability for failing to refer a candidate for race-based medicines to genetic counselors. Because physicians would be expected to guide their patients in the use of innovative pharmacogenomic medicines, physicians could be held liable for inappropriately relying on race as the sole proxy for a genetic profile. This could result in inappropriately denying a treatment to persons of another racial group than that targeted by a racially tailored therapy, but who have the same "genetic variant." Relying on race as a proxy also could cause physicians to provide the treatment inappropriately to persons of the targeted racial group, even though some members of that race would not have the assumed genetic profile. This risk raises an associated need for physicians to provide pharmacogenomic screening tests to ascertain the suitability of patients for any race-based medicines.

**Privacy protections and issues for providers**

The Director of the National Institutes of Health (NIH), Elias A. Zerhouni, M.D., stated that "comprehensive, genomics-based health care will become the norm, with individualized preventive medicine and early detection of illnesses." Privacy and control of personalized medicine information will be one of the most significant issues facing
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providers in the years to come. As discussed above, while state and federal lawmakers have begun to address these issues, current laws are inconsistent in their protection of genetic information.

The privacy and security regulations promulgated under the HIPAA Privacy Rule provide a federal floor of protection for "protected health information" (PHI). 160 This would include genetic testing and personalized medicine data if that information were created or received by a healthcare provider, health plan, or healthcare clearing house. 161 However, PHI does not include information created or received by other entities, such as employers or insurance companies. Under GINA, however, employers are required to apply the same privacy protections for "genetic information" as are applicable to medical information protected under HIPAA and the ADA. 162 In addition, GINA mandates that genetic information falls within HIPAA's definition of "protected health information" and must be treated as such when in the plan's or insurer's possession. 163

In general, the HIPAA Privacy Rule requires that an individual authorize the use and disclosure of his or her PHI. 164 Despite this seemingly expansive protection—as described in the Notice of Privacy Practices providers and insurers are required to provide to patients—there are broad exceptions where individual authorization is not required, including uses and disclosures for treatment, payment, and healthcare operations. 165 In addition, there is a long list of situations where authorization is not required because of public policy considerations (e.g., abuse or neglect, public emergencies, regulatory oversight, etc.). 166 Thus, broad exceptions for use and disclosure of PHI without individual authorization result in the protections offered to patients by the HIPAA Privacy Rule being somewhat illusory.

Before the implementation of the HIPAA Privacy Rule, many states had enacted laws to provide protection for the confidentiality of genetic testing information. In general, these laws give more protection to PHI than the HIPAA Privacy Rule, which preempts only state
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laws that give less protection to PHI. Thus, evaluating the interaction of the HIPAA Privacy Rule with state laws is critical to understanding the privacy protection of genetic information.

In general, state laws make an individual's authorization a prerequisite for disclosing genetic information, even where the HIPAA Privacy Rule would not require authorization. While a fifty-state survey is beyond the scope of this article, it is noteworthy that twenty-seven states require an individual's consent for the disclosure of genetic testing information. In addition, some states require individual authorization for activities such as retaining genetic information and performing genetic tests. Although states frequently carve out exceptions for situations such as confirmation of paternity, identification of deceased persons, and criminal investigations and prosecutions, these exceptions are far more limited than under the HIPAA Privacy Rule. As a result, states that offer protection of genetic information truly give the individual the ability to control access to that information. Even so, that protection—and its scope—is inconsistent from state to state. As a result, the strength of a state’s laws protecting genetic information likely will determine how willing patients are to disclose that information, and providers who collect or use genetic information will need to closely follow restrictions applicable in their jurisdictions.

Privacy and the duty to warn

Every state recognizes a common law or statutory right to privacy. Generally, geneticists are prohibited from disclosing a patient's medical genetic information without the patient's written authorization. An exception exists for medical geneticists to disclose PHI to a patient’s friends and family members so that they may assist in the patient’s care. However, this exception does not allow a medical geneticist
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operating under the HIPAA Privacy Rule to disclose PHI to benefit the patient’s family members. 174

The HIPAA Privacy Rule allows medical geneticists to disclose information to prevent a “serious and imminent threat to the health or safety of a person or the public.” 175 From an ethical standpoint, a physician’s duty to warn requires the “availability of medical interventions to reduce the risk of developing a disease or to lessen the ensuing harm.” 176 For infectious diseases, for example, New York requires that a doctor warn a third party “when the service performed on behalf of the patient necessarily implicate[d] protection of... other identified persons foreseeably at risk because of [the] relationship with the patient, whom the doctor knows or should know may suffer harm by relying on prudent performance of [the] medical service.” 177 However, “[i]t is questionable whether the uncertain probability of a future genetic disease constitutes an imminent harm or a threat to the public interest.” 178 The American Society of Clinical Oncology suggests that “federal requirements to justify a breach of confidentiality are [not] met by genetic syndromes of cancer predisposition.” 179

There are varying successes in reducing a predisposition toward disease with the use of genetic information. For example, women with BRCA mutations—gene mutations that may determine a woman’s likelihood of developing breast or ovarian cancer180—can reduce their risk of developing breast or ovarian cancer by 75 percent if they undergo surgical removal of the ovaries and fallopian tubes after childbearing. 181 Some studies suggest that screening and prevention in hereditary breast, colon, and thyroid cancers is efficacious. 182 Other genetic diseases, such as phenylketonuria, can be prevented through such means as dietary modification. 183 However, there are minimal or no medical interventions for some genetic disorders, such as Huntington disease and Alzheimer’s disease. 184 Less than one percent of physicians believe
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that it is ethical to breach patient confidentiality when no medical intervention exists.\textsuperscript{185}

State courts hint that providers may be obligated in some instances to share genetic test results with a patient’s at-risk relatives.\textsuperscript{186} In \textit{Safer v. Estate of Pack}, a daughter sued the estate of her father’s physician for failing to warn her about the risk of familial adenomatous polyposis,\textsuperscript{187} a condition that leads to colon cancer by 40 years of age.\textsuperscript{188} Her father’s physician diagnosed her father with the disease 30 years prior to her diagnosis of advanced colorectal cancer.\textsuperscript{189} Had she been informed of the risk, she claimed, she would have had a prophylactic colectomy in her late teen years.\textsuperscript{190} Although this New Jersey court ultimately decided against the daughter based on evidence that she had colorectal screening at age 10, the court stated that the doctor’s duty to warn relatives is not always fulfilled by informing the patient about the genetic nature of the disease.\textsuperscript{191} Physicians must take reasonable steps to ensure that at-risk family members receive the warning.\textsuperscript{192} One commentator worries that this duty might overburden some physicians, because it is difficult to locate family members of patients who are unwilling to share the news of their increased risk themselves.\textsuperscript{193}

In \textit{Pate v. Threlkel}, a daughter filed suit in Florida against her mother’s physician because he did not warn her of her elevated risk of hereditary thyroid cancer.\textsuperscript{194} If physicians recognized this condition early, she argued, they could have intervened by removing her thyroid gland and treating her with hormones.\textsuperscript{195} The mother’s physician never informed the mother that she needed to tell her daughter about the elevated cancer risk.\textsuperscript{196} The Supreme Court of Florida held that the physician had a duty to inform the mother of the daughter’s risk; it held that privity was irrelevant, because the standard of care was intended to benefit the children.\textsuperscript{197}
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Because of the potential implication of genetic information for parents, siblings, and children, some commentators suggest that patients who undergo genetic testing should designate recipients of genetic information to enable physicians to contact family members about elevated risk potentials safely and easily, even if the patient has died before development of a test.\textsuperscript{198} It is foreseeable that genetic tests will become much more accurate in determining an individual’s predisposition to certain diseases, providing a compelling reason for disclosure to at-risk family members. In addition, more preventive measures with proven efficacy will be developed, increasing the likelihood that a judge will find a duty to warn third parties of test results. A potential negative externality to disclosure to at-risk family members will be the loss of study participants, but it would be wise for providers to seek consent to family-member disclosures proactively.

In general, a physician’s duty to warn is discretionary.\textsuperscript{199} A Presidential Commission established several conditions for a physician to breach confidentiality ethically by disclosing information to a patient’s relatives. Three of the conditions are:

(1) the high likelihood of harm if the relative were not warned,

(2) the identifiability of the relative, and

(3) the notion that the harm resulting from failure to disclose would outweigh the harm resulting from disclosure.\textsuperscript{200}

Professional societies have expressed the opinion that physicians should advise patients about the usefulness of conveying genetic test results to at-risk family members. The American Medical Association’s Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs considered a proposal that physicians should provide a “genetic Miranda warning” before conducting a genetic test.\textsuperscript{201} This proposal would have required physicians to inform patients of situations in which the physicians would feel compelled to breach confidentiality by informing at-risk family
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members about elevated genetic predispositions. After deliberation, the council decided to suggest that physicians should inform patients about the "circumstances under which they would expect patients to notify biological relatives of the availability of information related to the risk of disease." Similarly, the American Society of Clinical Oncology suggests that physicians should "remind patients of the importance of communicating test results to family members...." It is the American Society of Clinical Oncology's position that informing their patients of the risk discharges the physicians' duty to warn.

Research and Patient-Tailored Medicine

As discussed above, until the clinical research emphasis shifts from participants' racial and ethnic backgrounds toward individuals' genetic make-up, researchers should make efforts to include minority populations in trials to ensure equal benefit among different races. In addition to including minority participants, researchers may promote equal representation of minority groups by including experts from minority groups in the research and review process and by including minorities in institutional review boards. For instance, researchers from minority groups could evaluate DNA databanks to ensure that minority populations are adequately represented in the research.

"Biobanks," which store and analyze human tissue samples, hold tremendous promise for researchers mining tissue samples for genetic information. As emerging technology reduces the cost of genetic testing, the number of genome-wide association studies will increase tremendously. Although biobanks hold great promise, the American public has concerns about providing genetic samples to biobanks. One concern is the potential that hackers will steal genetic information. The public also is concerned with genetic codes that contain unobservable, secret information about themselves. Even individuals who do not have concerns about their own genetic information may have concerns about the implications for their parents, siblings, and children.
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if their genetic makeups were exposed.\textsuperscript{212} Thus, to assuage potential participants' fears about participation, the informed consent process for biobank donation should explain clearly the privacy protections that will be implemented.

Many donors demand extra protection because genetic information is unique in comparison to other health information:

1. [I]t remains largely stable throughout life;
2. [G]enetic fingerprints are remarkably identifiable;
3. [G]enetic conditions are inherited, and thus genetic information can reveal information about an individual's current family members and future offspring; and
4. [G]enetic information can transcend health status to reveal predispositions and personal characteristics.\textsuperscript{213}

Despite affirmative actions to ensure the privacy of highly sensitive genetic information,\textsuperscript{214} researchers worry that legislatures, in passing statutes that focus on genetic privacy rather than health data privacy in general, will stir unwarranted fear that may discourage individuals from seeking genetic testing.\textsuperscript{215} Although genetic information is unique, concerns about privacy may be explained by the general decline in the public trust of health professionals. Seventy percent of Americans have concerns about disclosing their medical records to researchers;\textsuperscript{216} yet Americans support both ensuring the privacy of their medical records and encouraging medical research.\textsuperscript{217}

Federal policy for the protection of human subjects

Which specific protections apply to genetic research depends in part upon whether a study constitutes "human subjects research." The Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects (Common Rule) sets guidelines that researchers must follow when they conduct human subjects research.\textsuperscript{218} The Common Rule defines "research" as any "systematic
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investigation, including research development, testing and evaluation, designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge." 219

Of particular interest in the biobank context, the Common Rule states that "[p]rivate information must be individually identifiable (i.e., the identity of the subject is or may readily be ascertained by the investigator or associated with the information) in order for obtaining the information to constitute research involving human subjects." 220 Specifically, the Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP) of HHS takes the position that data are individually identifiable "when they can be linked to specific individuals by the investigator(s) either directly or indirectly through coding systems." 221 Thus, it seems likely that genetic research, which depends on identifiable genetic information, would constitute human research.

The OHRP provides a safe harbor, however, for information that cannot be linked. A guidance document states that if the following conditions are met, a study does not constitute human subjects research, because the information is not individually identifiable:

1. the private information or specimens were not collected specifically for the currently proposed research project through an interaction or intervention with living individuals; and

2. the investigator(s) cannot readily ascertain the identity of the individual(s) to whom the coded private information or specimens pertain because, for example:

   a. the investigators and the holder of the key enter into an agreement prohibiting the release of the key to the investigators under any circumstances, until the individuals are deceased (note that the HHS regulations do not require the IRB to review and approve this agreement);

   b. there are IRB-approved written policies and operating procedures for a repository or data management center that prohibit the release of the key to the investigators under any circumstances, until the individuals are deceased; or
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(c) there are other legal requirements prohibiting the release of the key to the investigators, until the individuals are deceased.\textsuperscript{222}

Whether coded or anonymized genetic information is "identifiable PHI" remains unclear. HHS recognizes this issue but has not promulgated any clarifying regulations. Some researchers claim that "de-identified" genotypic data are actually potentially identifiable.\textsuperscript{225} For example, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), DNA sequence variations between members of the same species, can be used to identify individuals.\textsuperscript{224} There are databases of SNP data in the public realm. It is possible that one who has access to individual genetic data might be able to match that data with public SNP data.\textsuperscript{220} Once this is done, any previously de-identified information linked to that individual in the public records would become available, severing anonymity.\textsuperscript{226} Researchers currently are exploring algorithms called Re-Identification of Data In Tra ils (REIDIT) to link public genomic data to individual patients using patient location visit patterns.\textsuperscript{227}

There are some methods that researchers who work with genetic information might use to prevent re-identification. One technique is to change randomly some SNPs for each participant before releasing the genetic information.\textsuperscript{228} However, this is not an ideal situation, because researchers would like to use the true and correct genetic information, not data in which "noise" has been introduced. Another method would be to "group SNPs into bins."\textsuperscript{229} By "[d]isregarding exact genomic locations of SNPs[, one] increases the number of records that share the same values...."\textsuperscript{230} Some researchers remain skeptical about this approach because "the pattern of binned values is unlikely to match anyone other than the owner of the DNA."\textsuperscript{231} In addition, binning would make genetic analysis difficult.\textsuperscript{232} Others have suggested encrypting identifying information associated with the genetic information, such as subjects’ names and social security numbers, into pseudonyms.\textsuperscript{233}
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Where the Common Rule does apply, it contemplates the protection of privacy of participants in research studies. The relevant section of the Common Rule states:

In order to approve research covered by this policy, the IRB shall determine that... [w]hen appropriate, there are adequate provisions to protect the privacy of subjects and to maintain the confidentiality of data.²³⁴

In addition, the Common Rule mandates that subjects receive "[a] statement describing the extent, if any, to which confidentiality of records identifying the subject will be maintained[.]"²³⁵ Further, if asked, researchers should be able to explain to the subjects how their information will be protected.²³⁶

To ensure potential research participants are informed adequately about the risks and benefits of taking part in genetic clinical studies, researchers must obtain participants' informed consent.²³⁷ The basic components of this process include disclosing the study's purpose, the benefits as well as the risks, and the roles of the participants in the study.²³⁸ See the earlier section, Informed consent of research subjects, on pages 24 and 25, for a discussion of related manufacturer liabilities.

As discussed above, clinical studies, especially human genetic research studies, based on homogenous samplings will be biased in their applicability if race and ethnicity are not taken into consideration.²³⁹ Bias occurs in many clinical studies, partially because many racial or ethnic minorities do not wish or are not asked to participate as research subjects. If racial or ethnic minorities do participate, researchers must be sensitive to issues that may arise if minority participants may not understand the purpose or potential risks and benefits involved in research, whether due to cross-cultural issues, low literacy rates, lack of access to healthcare, lack of education, or other factors.²⁴⁰

²³⁴ 45 C.F.R. § 46.111(a), (a)(7).
²³⁵ Id. § 46.116(a)(5).
²³⁶ Id.
²³⁹ Kjersti Aagaard-Tillery et al., Sample Bias Among Women with Retained DNA Samples for Future Genetic Studies, 1 OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 1115, 1116 (2006). See also Patient-Tailored Medicine, Part One, and the earlier discussion of the role of the Food and Drug Administration.
The HIPAA Privacy Rule and research

The HIPAA Privacy Rule was not adopted either to encourage or discourage research. The Privacy Rule strives "to strike a balance by minimizing the privacy risks of research participants, while not impeding the conduct of vital national and international research." In accordance with the Common Rule, research protocols and consent forms must be reviewed by an institutional review board (IRB). Researchers must receive authorization to obtain medical records for each individual genetic research project; however, because authorizations cannot be re-used, a new consent to use medical records must be obtained for each project. The HIPAA Privacy Rules provide that valid written authorizations to release PHI must include:

(i) A description of the information to be used or disclosed that identifies the information in a specific and meaningful fashion.

(ii) The name or other specific identification of the person(s), or class of persons, authorized to make the requested use or disclosure.

(iii) The name or other specific identification of the person(s), or class of persons, to whom the covered entity may make the requested use or disclosure.

(iv) A description of each purpose of the requested use or disclosure. The statement "at the request of the individual" is a sufficient description of the purpose when an individual initiates the authorization and does not, or elects not to, provide a statement of the purpose.

(v) An expiration date or an expiration event that relates to the individual or the purpose of the use or disclosure. The statement "end of the research study," "none," or similar language is sufficient if the authorization is for a use or disclosure of protected
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health information for research, including for the creation and maintenance of a research database or research repository.

(vi) Signature of the individual and date. If the authorization is signed by a personal representative of the individual, a description of such representative's authority to act for the individual must also be provided.246

Sharing information between researchers

Anecdotal evidence suggests that the HIPAA Privacy Rule impedes sharing of information between researchers. For instance, in a Johns Hopkins genetics study on prostate cancer covering 14 institutions, the institutions refused to combine data into a centralized database of genetic data for family members. Such a database could have been used to search for cancer susceptibility genes across hospitals, but in refusing to do so, the hospitals cited HIPAA Privacy Rule concerns.247 Instead, each institution conducts its own analysis and shares a summary with the other researchers.248 In such situations, each institution makes its own decision whether to participate—HIPAA is the floor of protection.

In any case, researchers must inform their subjects about opportunities to share genetic information among researchers, and must explain the risks and benefits from their participation.249 In addition, study participants must be given the opportunity to refuse participation in the research.250

Conclusion

Although personalized medicine is an exciting new phenomenon that has the potential of revolutionizing medicine in the coming years, there are many obstacles.251 In the present regulatory, healthcare industry, and societal climate, clinical trials for drug safety and effectiveness often fail to include minority participants. As a result, much remains unknown about the way in which an individual of a particular race, ethnic background, or genotype will react to certain medications. There is a longstanding need in America to remedy disparities
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in healthcare access for minorities. As a corollary, there is a compelling moral and ethical argument that race-based therapies must be protected by the courts from excessive legal burdens so that the United States can achieve greater equality in the healthcare system by fostering the growth of both new and existing race-based therapies.